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We characterize the varieties of rational languages closed under products with counter. 
They are exactly the varieties that correspond via Eilenberg’s theorem to the varieties of 
monoids closed under inverse LG,,,-relational morphisms. This yields some decidability 
results for certain classes of rational languages. c 1992 Academx Press, Inc. 
Since Kleene’s theorem (1954) [S], it is known that the combinatorial properties 
of a rational language L are reflected in the algebraic properties of a canonically 
associated finite monoid, its syntactic monoid, written M(L). This was prominently 
examplified by Schiitzenberger’s theorem on star-free languages and aperiodic 
monoids (1965) [15], or by Simon’s theorem on piecewise testable languages and 
f-trivial monoids (1975) [17]. Eilenberg, by introducing the notion of varieties 
(1976) [4], gave a unifying framework to these facts. His work was followed by a 
number of theorems characterizing certain varieties of languages, like the one 
corresponding to p-groups [4] or to nilpotent groups [24,25]. Certain operations 
on languages and on monoids are also related to one another by Eilenberg’s corre- 
spondence. 
The general scheme of investigation is the following: Given an operation on 
languages 
(L,, . . . . L,,)++ Op(L1, ‘.., L) 
does there exist a monoid operation Op, such that Op(L, , . . . . L,) is recognized by 
Op,M(M(LI), . . . . ML,)) an d such that all languages recognized by Op,(Mt , . . . . M,) 
can be described using only Op and languages recognized separately by 
M, ) . . . . M,? 
The most classical examples are the operation L H Lqn, where q is a literal 
morphism, which is associated to the power monoid construction M-P(M) 
(Straubing, [IS]), and the concatenation product, where the language operation is 
(L,, . ..) Lk) H L,a, L, . ‘. Uk Lk 
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(a 1, *.., uk are fixed letters). The monoid operation that corresponds to this product 
is the Schiitzenberger product [7]. 
The operation on languages that we consider here is the product of languages 
with counter. Let r, t >, 0 and n > 1. Also let L,, . . . . L, be languages (k B l), and let 
a,, . . . . ak be letters. The product (Lou1 L, ...akLk)r,n,, is the set of words w such 
that the number of factorizations of the form w = u@, uI ... akuk with U;E Li, for all 
0 < id k, is congruent to r mod n threshold t. 
The study of this operation is justified by the fact that such products appear in 
different areas of theoretical computer science. First, they generalize the usual 
concatenation product of languages, which turns out to be a product mod 1 
threshold 1. An abundant literature has been devoted to the study of the concatena- 
tion product (see Schiitzenberger [15] and Straubing [20,21]) and to the study 
of the closely related dot-depth hierarchy (see Pin [7], Straubing [22], or Weil 
[28, 311). On the other hand, products with counters modulo prime numbers and 
threshold 0 are essential in the classical description of the variety of languages 
corresponding to p-groups obtained by Eilenberg [4], the varieties corresponding 
to nilpotent groups obtained by Therien [24,25], or the variety corresponding to 
solvable groups or solvable monoids obtained by Straubing [19]. Note also that 
Pin used these products to study the topology of the free monoid [lo]. Finally, 
similar concerns are illustrated in recent papers by Straubing, Thtrien, and Thomas 
[23], introducing “mod q”-quantifiers in logic, and by Barrington [2] about 
“mod q”-gates in Boolean circuits. 
Pin [lo] introduced an extension of the Schiitzenberger product, of which the 
author proved that it is associated, in Eilenberg’s correspondence, to the language 
operation of products with counter [29, 30-J. In this paper we show how a tine 
study of this monoid operation can be used to characterize the varieties of 
languages that are closed under products with counter. We show that they 
correspond to the varieties of monoids closed under inverse LG,,,-relational 
morphisms. Also we characterize the varieties of languages closed under certain 
restricted classes of counters. Note that, since the usual concatenation product is a 
special case of aperiodic (threshold) counting, our result generalizes Straubing’s 
theorem on varieties closed under concatenation product [20]. Straubing’s result 
actually occurs as a by-product of an early stage of our proof. Eilenberg’s theorem 
on languages recognized by p-groups [4] and Straubing’s theorem on languages 
recognized by solvable groups and monoids [ 191 are also consequences of our 
results. Finally, another application of our result is given here. We are able to give 
a syntactic characterization of the class of languages obtained from the B* (B E A) 
(resp. from the star-free languages), using only Boolean operations and products 
with counters modulo any prime number and threshold 0. We then prove the 
decidability of these classes of languages. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 contains a review of the definitions 
and basic properties of languages and varieties. The characterization of closed 
varieties will make crucial use of the notion of semidirect product, and Section 2 is 
devoted to the study of this product. In Section 3, we study in detail the extended 
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Schtitzenberger product, and the main theorems are stated and proved in Section 4. 
Finally, in Section 5, we state and prove the syntactic characterizations and the 
decidability results mentioned above. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we review the basic concepts underlying the study of rational 
languages. For the proofs of the results mentioned here, the reader is referred to 
[4 or 81. 
1, 1. Varieties of Rational Languages 
Let A be a finite alphabet and let A* be the free monoid over A. The empty word 
(the word of length 0) is written 1. If a E A, we write 1~1, for the number of 
occurrences of letter a in W. The free semigroup A + is the set of words of non-zero 
length. 
A language is any subset of A”. A language L E A* (resp. A + ) is recognizable iff 
there exists a finite monoid (resp. semigroup) T and a morphism p: A* + T (resp. 
A + -+ T) such that L = Lpp- ‘. Then, we say that T recognizes L. To each language 
we associate canonically a congruence wL, called the syntactic congruence of L and 
defined, for u, v E A*, by u wL v iff, for all X, y E A*, the words xuy and xuy are both 
in L or both out of L. The monoid A*/-. (resp. semigroup A +/wL) is the syntactic 
monoid (resp. semigroup) of L. Note that -[* is the coarsest congruence that 
saturates L. 
The rational operations on languages are the union, the product (LL’= 
{ uu’ 1 UE L, uu’ E L’}) and the star (L* is the submonoid of A* generated by L). 
The class of rational languages is the least class of languages containing the (a} 
(a E A) and /zl, and closed under rational operations. Kleene’s fundamental theorem 
[S] states that it is equivalent for a language to be rational or recognizable. In 
particular, rational languages are closed under complementation. 
By definition, a *-variety (of rational languages) -Y- assigns to each alphabet A 
a class A*Y of rational languages in A* such that 
1. for each A, if L and L’ lie in A*Y, then so do L v L’, L n L’, and A*\L; that 
is, A*T is a Boolean algebra; 
2. if q : A* + B* is a morphism and L E B*Y, then Lq _ ’ E A*Yy; 
3. if LEA*Y* and aEA, then a-‘L={uEA* 1 auEL} and La ~‘= 
jugA*) uaEL} lie in A*^y_. 
Replacing in this definition everywhere A* and B* by A + and B+ defines a 
+-variety. Examples of varieties will be given in the next section. 
1.2. Varieties of Semigroups and Monoids 
Eilenberg established a canonical correspondence between varieties of ratiOnd 
languages and certain classes of finite semigroups or monoids, also called varieties 
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[4]. In order to define these varieties, we need to set a few definitions and notations 
concerning semigroups. In this paper, all semigroups and monoids, if not free, will 
be assumed to be finite. 
Let S and T be semigroups. We let E(S) be the set of idempotents of S. A rela- 
tion z: S -+ T (that is, a mapping from S into the power set P(T)) is a relational 
morphism if sz # 0 and (sz)( tz) G (st)z for all s, t E S. A division z: S < T is an injec- 
tive relational morphism, that is, one for which sz n tz = Qr if .P # t. It is easy to 
verify that there exists a division S < T (we say that S divides T) iff S is a morphic 
image of a subsemigroup of T. Note that division arises naturally in the context of 
recognizable languages since a semigroup (resp. monoid) T recognizes a 
recognizable language L iff T is divided by S(L) (resp. M(L)). 
An S- (resp. M-) variety is a class of finite semigroups (resp. monoids) closed 
under division and finite direct product. Eilenberg [4] proved that if V is a S- (resp. 
M-) variety, then A+^y_= (LEA+ ) S(L)oV} (resp. A*Y= (LcA* 1 M(L)eV)) 
defines a +-variety (resp. a *-variety), and that V H Y is an increasing one-to-one 
onto correspondence between S- (resp. M-) varieties and +- (resp. *-) varieties. 
This theorem resulted in the extensive study of this correspondence. 
Let us mention here some useful varieties. J 1 is the M-variety of idempotent com- 
mutative monoids, which is generated by U, = (1,O). An M-variety, all of whose 
elements are groups, is called a G-variety. G (resp. G,,,, Gni,, G, for some prime 
p) is the G-variety of all groups (resp. solvable groups, nilpotent groups, p-groups). 
If H is a G-variety, we let H be the M-variety of all monoids M such that all sub- 
groups within M are in H. In the particular case where H = I, the trivial M- (or G-) 
variety consisting only of 1, we write A for f and the elements of A are called 
aperiodic. Finally, if S is a semigroup (resp. monoid), we let (5’) be the S- (resp, M-) 
variety generated by S, and if V is an M-variety, we let LV be the S-variety of all 
semigroups S such that eSeoV for each idempotent e of S. 
We will need the following particular results on Eilenberg’s correspondence. The 
*-variety corresponding to I is A*9 = (0, A*}. Let n 2 1 and t >, 0 be integers, We 
say that r is congruent to s mod n threshold t and we write r z s (mod n, t) if either 
r = s or r, s Z t and r is congruent to s mod n. Congruence mod n threshold t is a 
congruence on the non-negative integers N, and we write Z, I the quotient of N by 
it. In particular, Z, 0 is the cyclic group of order n, which we write Z, and 
Z,, 1 = U,. Let Zn,, be the *-variety corresponding to the M-variety (Z,, ,). Then 
A*Z?Q, , is the Boolean algebra generated by the languages of the form 
L(a,r,n,t)={uEA*( IuI,-r(modn,t)} 
(a E A, Y b 0). In particular, (Z,, ,) = J, and the corresponding t-variety is the 
Boolean algebra generated by the A *aA * (a E A). 
We conclude this section by recalling some facts about relational morphisms. Let 
V be an S-variety. We say that a relational morphism t: S+ T is a V-relational 
morphism if T’z-’ E V for each subsemigroup T’ of T that lies in V. It is not difficult 
to see that a division is always a V-relational morphism and that the composition 
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of two V-relational morphisms is a V-relational morphism. A weak converse holds, 
since whenever z1 : S -+ T and r2 : T -+ V are onto functional morphisms such that 
ri r2 is a V-morphism, then both z, and t2 are V-morphisms. Some S-varieties V are 
such that z is a V-relational morphism iff ez _~ ’ E V for all idempotents e of T. Such 
varieties are called good varieties. Classical examples of good varieties are LG, 
A, = LA = LI (the variety of aperiodic semigroups) and the intersection of two 
good varieties [26]. As-relational morphisms are called aperiodic. 
If V is an S-variety and W is an S- (resp. M-) variety, we define V ~ ’ W to be the 
class of all semigroups (resp. monoids) S such that there exists a V-relational 
morphism from S into an element T of W. It is not difficult to see that V ‘W is 
an S- (resp. M-) variety too [26, 81. 
2. SEMIDIRECT PRODUCTS 
A careful study of the properties of semidirect products of semigroups and 
monoids is necessary for the proof of our results on products of languages with 
counter. In this section, we will review the basic definitions. We will also recall and 
make more complete the results of Rhodes and Weil [ 143 on the decomposition of 
relational morphisms by semidirect products. The link with the study of rational 
languages will be provided by a theorem describing the languages recognized by a 
semidirect product. This result is an extension of Straubing’s “principle of the semi- 
direct product” [20]. We will see in particular that our result gives a quick proof 
of Straubing’s theorem on varieties of languages closed under concatenation 
product [ 203. 
2.1. Products of Semigroups, Monoids, and Varieties 
The product we shall discuss here is the two-sided semidirect product. It was 
introduced by Rhodes and Tilson [ 121 and it generalizes the classical semidirect 
and reverse semidirect products. Let S and T be semigroups, and let us assume that 
a right action and a left of T on S are given, such that these actions commute, that 
is, such that t. (s . t’) = (t s) . t’. For the sake of clarity, we shall write additively the 
product of S, although S is not assumed to be commutative. The semidirect product 
S ** T is the set S x T with the operation (s, t)(s’, t’) = (s . t’ + t .s’, tt’). If the right 
action of T on S is trivial (that is, if s . t = s for all SE S, t E T), then S ** T is 
written S * T and is the classical one-sided semidirect product. We shall write 71 the 
projection morphism from S ** T onto T defined by (s, t)n = t. 
The actions of T on S are said to be right-unitary if T is a monoid, 1 T is its unit, 
and 1 Ts s = s . 1 r = s for all s E S. They are left-unitary if S is a monoid, 0, is its unit, 
and 0,. t = t . 0, = 0, for all t E T. Then let V and W be S- or M-varieties. If V and 
W are both S-varieties, we define V Y* W to be the S-variety generated by the 
products S ** T, SE V, TE W. If one of V and W is an M-variety and the other is 
an S-variety, then V ** W is defined to be the S-variety generated by the products 
S ** T, SE V, TE W, for which the actions are unitary on the side of the M-variety. 
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Finally, if both V and W are M-varieties, then V ** W is the M-variety generated 
by the products S ** T, SE V, TE W, for which the actions are unitary on both 
sides. Varieties V * W are defined similarly. The one-sided product was extensively 
studied (see [4]), It is a classical result that the operation * on varieties is 
associative, while ** is not. By a proof similar to the analogous result on * [4], one 
can easily show the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let V and W be S- or M-varieties. Then SE V ** W ijjf S 
divides a product V ** W with V E V and WE W (unitary on the appropriate side). 
The following remarks regarding the behavior of groups under ** and * will be 
useful in the sequel, Let S be a semigroup and G be a group. It is easy to see that 
S ** G is a group if S is a group and the actions are unitary on both sides. In 
general, if S ** G is delined by left and right actions of G on S, unitary on the side 
of G and denoted by ., then gos=g.s.g-’ defines a left action of G on S such 
that the mapping (s, g) H (s .g-‘, g) is an isomorphism from S ** G onto S * G 
[12]. In particular, if V is an S- or an M-variety and H is a G-variety, then 
V ** H = V * H. Also, it is a classical result [4] that if G is a group and H is a 
normal subgroup of G, if HE V and G/H E W, then GE V * W. By some classical 
results on finite groups, we deduce from this that Gso, (resp. G, for some prime p) 
is the least M-variety closed under * or ** and containing the cyclic groups Z, 
(resp. Z,,). Another consequence of this is the fact that, if H is any G-variety closed 
under *, then LH is a good variety in the sense of section 1.2, and hence so is 
LH=LGnLR. 
Note also the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let n be the projection from S ** T onto T, let e be an idempotent 
of T and let u be an idempotent of e71-l. Then u(ex-‘)u is isomorphic to a 
subsemigroup of S. 





= (3, e)$ + (s’, c)$. 
Now let u = (d, e) be an idempotent. Then (s, e) E u(en- ‘)u iff (s, e) = u(s, e)u, that 
is, s = d. e + e . s. e + e. d. Thus, the restriction of tj to u(en -I )u is one-to-one. 1 
COROLLARY 2.3. 
e71-’ 
If V is any M-variety and SE LV, then 71: S ** T -+ T satisfies 
E LV for each idempotent e of T. In particular, tf SE LG, then 7c is a 
LG-morphism, so that LG is closed under * and **. 
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The next lemma slightly extends a result of Eilenberg [4] 
b3mfA 2.4. Let G be a group dividing S ** T. Then there exists a normal 
subgroup H of G that divides S and such that G/H divides T. 
Proof G is a homomorphic image of a subsemigroup G’ of S ** T. It is not 
difficult to see that G’ contains a group that maps onto G, so that we can assume 
that G is contained in S ** T. Then the projection Grc is a group of T. Let e be its 
unit. If u is the unit of G, then G n e7c -’ is contained in u(en-‘)u and hence embeds 
in S, by Lemma 2.2. We conclude by noting that H = G n e7t - ’ is a normal subgroup 
of G and that Grc = G/H. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let H be a G-variety closed under * (for instance, H = I, G, 
G sol 3 or G, for some prime p). If SE Lilr (resp. LH), then the projection 
zn: S ** T -+ T is a LR- (resp. a LH-) morphism, and hence LR and LH are closed 
under * and **. Note, in particular, that this is the case ,for A, = L1, the S-variety of 
aperiodic semigroups. 
2.2. Aperiodic and LG-Relational Morphisms 
The following two results were proved in [14]. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let z: S -+ T be an aperiodic relational morphism. Then there 
exist n 3 1 and monoids M,, . . . . M, in J,, and there exists a division 
cp:S<M,**(M,**...(M,**T)...)such that cpn=z. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let H be a non-trivial G-variety and let z: S -+ T be a 
LH-relational morphism. Then there exist n 3 1 and groups M,, . . . . M, in H, and 
there exists a division q: S < M, ** (M2 ** T) . . .) such that (pz = z. 
Let us now prove the converse of these results. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let H be a non-trivial G-variety closed under *, let cp be a 
division cp:S<M, ** (M,**...(M, ** T) ...) with M, , . . . . M, in J, (resp. H), and 
let T = cpn. Then z is an aperiodic (resp. a LH-) relational morphism. 
Proof cp is a division and hence an aperiodic (resp. a LH-) relational morphism 
(see Section 1.1). We need to show that rc is one too. But rc = 7~~ -. n,,, where rcn, is 
the projection from M, ** T onto T and rc, is the projection from M, ** 
(Mi+ I **...(M,** T)...)ontoM,+, **(...(M,**T)...)foreach ldi<n.Soit 
is enough to show that each rri is aperiodic (resp. a LH-morphism). Since each Mj 
is in A, (resp. LH), this is a consequence of Corollary 2.5. 1 
From the above results, we easily deduce the following. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let H be a non-trivial G-variety closed under *, let p be a prime 
number and let V be an S- (resp. M-) variety. 
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1. Let W be the least S- (resp. M-) variety containing V and such that 
H** W=W. Then W=LH-‘V. 
2, Let W be the least S- (resp. M-) variety containing V and such that 
J, ** W=W. Then W=A;‘V. 
3. The least S-variety closed under * and containing H (or the Z,‘s, or the 
Z,.‘s, n 3 1) is LH (or LGsol, or LG,). 
4. The least S- (resp. M-) variety closed under ** and containing J, is A, 
(resp. A). 
2.3. The Principle of the Semidirect Product and Straubing’s Theorem 
In this section, we describe the language operation associated to the semidirect 
product [27]. This result extends the analogous result on one-sided semidirect 
product, due to Straubing [20]. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let L s A* be recognized by n : A* -+ S ** T, where S and T are 
monoids and the actions of T on S are unitary, and let rc be the projection from S ** T 
onto T. Let B = TX A x T and let q = yl7c. Finally, let t: A* + B* be defined by lz = 1 
and 
(a, ..a& = (1, a,, (a2 . ..a.)v)(alcp, a2, (a3...a,)V)...((al ...anpl)q, a,, 1). 
Then L is a finite union of languages of the form Xn Yz-‘, where Xc A* is 
recognized by T and Y c B* is recognized by S. 
Remark. z is a rational function that can be realized by the bimachine 
(T,l,T,l,&i,y) with (t,a)o=t(aq), l(a,t)=(acp)t and (t,a,t’)y=(t,a,t’) (see 
[4, 33 on bimachines). 
Proof. Since L = Lnn ~ ’ is the union of the (so, to) r] ~ ’ for all (s,,, to) in Ln, 
we may assume that Lq = {(so, t,)>. Let a: B* --f S be the morphism defined, 
for all (t, a, t’) E B, by (t, a, t’)a = t s . t’, where an = (s, u) E S ** T. Note that 
U= ayn =acp. Then, if a,, . . . . a,, are letters in A and ain = (si, ui) (1 < i < n), 
(a, . ..a.) za 
= (1, a,, (ax... a,)cp)(a,cp,a,,(a,...a,)cp)...((a,...a,-,)cp,a,, l)a 
=s, ‘(l42 . ..u.)+u, .s~.(u~‘..u,)+ ... +(u, .‘.U,_,).S,. 
So (a,...a,)r=(sl,ul)...(s,,u,)=((a, . ..a.)za, (a, . ..a.)qn). In particular, if 
X= t,cp-’ and Y=sOa-l, we have L= Xn Yz-‘. i 
In the particular case where the product S ** T is actually a one-sided product 
S * T, this proves Straubing’s result [20]: 
COROLLARY 2.11. Let L c A* be recognized by q: A* --) S * T, where S and T are 
monoids and the action of T on S is unitary, and let II be the projection from S * T 
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onto T. Let B = T x A and let q = ~IK Finally, let CT: A* ---f B* he defined h?, 1 CT = I 
and 
(aI . ..a.)o= (1, a,Ka,cp, az)...((a, .,.a,,- ,)a a,). 
Then L is a finite union of languages of the form X n YCJ I, where Xc A* is 
recognized by T and Y 5 B* is recognized by S. 
Note that, in Theorem 2.10 and Corollary 2.11, it is not essential that S and T 
be monoids. If we replace B by T’ x A x T’ (or T’ x A), where T’ = Tu { 1 }, and 
ifLEA+isrecognizedbyr:A+-*S**T(orA+~S*T),thenTheorem2.10and 
Corollary 2.11 still hold. 
Let us now consider a few examples of applications of these results. First, we 
shall introduce a notation. Let L,, . . . . L, be languages, a,, ,.., ak be letters, and r, 
t > 0 and yt 3 1 be integers. Then (L,a, L, . . .akLk),, n, I is the set of words w such 
that the number of factorizations w=uOalu, . ..akuk with U,E L, for all i is 
congruent to r mod n threshold t. In particular, (Loa, L, . .. akL,),, ,, , = 
L,a,L,...a,Lk. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let n 2 1 and t 3 0. Let V be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let 
V be the associated S- (resp. M-) variety. If W and W’ are the + - (resp. *-) varieties 
associated to (Z, ,) **V and (Z,,,) * V, then A+W and A+W’ (resp. A*W and 
A *W-I) are the Boolean algebras generated by the languages of the form L and, 
respectively, (LaL’),, t or (LaA*), ,,, ,, where r>O, aEA and L, L’EA+V (resp. 
A*V). 
Proof We shall prove the result concerning %‘” when V is an M-variety. The 
other cases are similar. Let q: A* -+ A4 and q’: A* -+ M’ be morphisms recognizing 
two languages L and L’ of A*V, so that L = Lqq _’ and L’ = L’$q’- ‘. We shall 
prove that (LaL’), n., E A*W. First, let us define a product ZzT M’ ** (A4 x M’) by 
the unitary actions 
(z ,) m,m m~M,m’.sM 
with zk, ,,,’ = z,,,, ,,,, and zz, ,,,, = z,, ,,,;,,,, . Then we define a morphism II/ from A* 
into ZtlxM’ Y* (MxM’) by letting a$ = ((z;,,.),~~,~,~,,,,,, (a?, a?‘)), where 
24 1 = 1 and zz,,.=O if m#l or m’fl, and, for all bEA, b#a, 
b$ = ((0) meM,mztMC, (bq, bq’)). It now suffices to verify (see [30]) that 
(LaL’), n,, = Q$ -I, where 
Q={(k m,mOmEM,mrEM~~ (m,,mi)) 1 z,,,,=r (modn, t) 
W?GLCl 
m’ E L'q' 
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Let us now prove the converse. By Proposition 2.1 and with the notations of 
Theorem 2.10, if a language L is in A*W, then it is a Boolean combination of 
languages of A*V and of languages Yz-‘, with Y in B*Z&,. By the results 
mentioned in Section 1.2, Yrr’ is itself a Boolean combination of languages of the 
form (B*bB*), n, 1r ~’ for some h in B. If h = (t, a, t’), then, by definition of r, 
(B*bB*), ,),, ,r-r = (t(P-‘ut’q-I)_, ,’ But tcp ~ ’ and t’cp ~ ’ are in A*V”, and this 
completes the proof. 1 
Since Gsol is the least M-variety closed under * and containing the cyclic groups, 
and since * is associative on varieties, this implies the following result, due to 
Straubing [ 191. 
COROLLARY 2.13. Let Y be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corre- 
sponding S- (resp. M-) variety. Let W be the +- (resp. *-) variety corresponding to 
Gso, * V. Then A+W (resp. A*W) is the least Boolean algebru containing A+*’ 
(resp. A*V) and closed under the operations 
L -+ (LaA*L,.., 
for all a E A, r > 0. 
Another application is to the case where n = t = 1. Since (Z,, 1) = J,, Proposi- 
tion 2.12 shows that the +- (resp. *-) variety associated to J, ** V is the Boolean 
algebra generated by the L and LaL’, where a E A and L, L’ are recognized by 
elements of V. Combining this and Corollary 2.9, we obtain a new proof of 
Straubing’s theorem [20] : 
COROLLARY 2.14. Let V be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corre- 
sponding S- (resp. an M-) variety. Let W be the least +- (resp. *-) variety containing 
V and closed under the operations 
L, L’ + LaL’. 
Then the S- (resp. M-) variety corresponding to W is A;' V. 
Note that Schiitzenberger’s theorem on star-free languages is itself a particular 
case of Straubing’s result, namely the case where V = I. A language is said to be 
star-free if it can be obtained from the letters by a finite number of applications of 
the Boolean operations and the concatenation product. Schiitzenberger proved the 
following [ 151. 
COROLLARY 2.15. The star-free languages of A* (resp. A+) constitute a *- (resp. 
+ -) variety, and the corresponding M- (resp. S-) variety is A (resp. A,). 
The next sections will be devoted to the extension of Corollaries 2.14 and 2.15 to 
the case of arbitrary counters mod n threshold t. 
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3. PRODUCTS OF LANGUAGES WITH COUNTER 
3.1. The Schiitzenberger Product and Its Extension 
The problem of finding a semigroup or a monoid operation corresponding to the 
language operation 
L 0, . . . . L,~L,a,L,...L,...a,L, 
was addressed and solved by Schiitzenberger [ 151 and Straubing [21] who 
introduced the Schiitzenberger product. Pin [9, lo] and the author [30] extended 
the construction in the following way to recognize products of the form 
(&a, Li +..aJk),.,,. 
Let Z be a semiring with unit (for instance, Z = Z, ,) and let So, . . . . S, be semi- 
groups. For 0 6 id k, we write S,!, the monoid equal to S;, if Si is a monoid, to 
Si u { 11, where 1 is an identity otherwise. Let also K= Z(Si x ... x S:) be the 
semiring of polynomials over S A x . . x Sk with coefftcients in Z. The elements of 
K are of the form C A,m, with the sum running over all m E Sh x ... x S:. The 
product and the sum in K are given by 
Finally, we define Z 0 k + , (S,, . . . . S,) to be the subset of the semiring of (k 
k + 1 )-matrices over K consisting of all matrices m = (m, j)04 i, I< k satisfying: 
?? if i>j, then mi,i=O; 
?? if i=j, then mi,i=(l ,..., 1, si, l,..., 1) for some sj~Si; 
?? ifi<j, thenmi,jEZ(l~ . . . xlxSfxSf+,x . . xS~xlx . . . xl). 
t 1, 
Note that these matrices are exactly the upper-triangular matrices whose ith 
diagonal entry is an element of S, (not 5’;) and whose (i, j)-entry (if i < j) is a poly- 
nomial with support in St x . . x St. It is easy to check that Z 0, + , (S,, . . . . S,) 
is a semigroup. It is a monoid if S,, .,., S, are monoids. 
The classical Schtitzenberger product [21] is obtained when Z= Z,, , = B is the 
Boolean semiring. Note that polynomials in B(St x . . . x S:) correspond to sub- 
sets of Shx ... xS:. B Ok+, (S,, . . . . S,) is traditionnally written 0, + ,(S,,, . . . . S,). 
If v, v,, . ..) V, are S- (resp. M-) varieties, we write Z Ok+, (V,, . . . . V,) the 
S-(resp. M-) variety generated by the products Z Ok+, (S,, . . . . Sk) with SieVi 
(O~idk).AlsowewriteZO,VforZO,(V,...,V)andZOV=~,,,ZO,V. 
It is not difficult to see that Z 0, V c Z 0 k+ L V and that Z 0 V is an S- (resp. 
M-) variety. 
The author proved the following [30]. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let n > 1, t 2 0, and k > 1 be integers, and let VO, . . . . Vk be 
+- (resp. *-) varieties. Also let A+?tY (resp. A*%‘) be the Boolean algebra generated 
by the languages of the form L, or (Lila1 L, . . . ah_ 1 L,),, ,,, , with 0 < l< k, 
0 < i, < . . . < it, d k, r > 0, a,, . . . . ah_, E A, and L,*in AfVk (resp. A*Vq) for all q. 
Then w is a +- (resp. *-) variety and the corresponding S- (resp. M-) variety is 
w=z~,,o,+,(v,~ ..*, V,), where Vi is the S- (resp. M-) variety associated to K 
(O<i,<k). 
Remark. The fact that the languages of A + W (resp. A*W) are recognized by 
elements of W was lirst proved by Pin [lo]. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let n > 1, t >/ 0, and k 3 1 be integers. Let V be a +- (resp. *-) 
variety and let V be the associated S- (resp. M-) variety. Zf A+%$ (resp. A*?&) is 
the Boolean algebra generated by the languages of the form (L, a, L2 . . . a,, _ 1 Lhjr, n, I 
with 0 <h d k, r 2 0, aiE A, and L, E A+“+‘” (resp. A*Y) for all q, then %$ is a 
+- (resp. *-) variety and the corresponding S- (resp. M-) variety is Z, I Ok V. 
Furthermore, letting A+W = Uka, A+$& (resp. A*W = Uka, A*dY-,) also defines a 
+- (resp. *-) variety, for which the corresponding S- (resp. M-) variety is Z,,, 0 V. 
3.2. Some Algebraic Properties of the Schiitzenberger Product 
Let us define the canonical projection rc from a product Z 0 k + I (S,, . . . . S,) onto 
S, x . . x Sk : for a matrix m, we let mrc be the collection of the diagonal entries of 
m, mn = (m, 0, . . . . mk, k). It is easy to verify that rr is a morphism. A large part of 
this section will be devoted to proving certain properties of this morphism. 
The following is immediate. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Z and Z’ be semirings with unit, let k >, 1, and let S,, S;, . . . . S,, 
Sb be semigroups. 
1. Zf cp: Z -+ Z’ is a (one-to-one, onto) semiring morphism, then cp extends 
naturally to a (one-to-one, onto) morphism cp from Z 0, (S,, . . . . S,) into 
Z 0, (S,, . ..) S,) such that cpn = z. 
2. If 1 < i, < . . . < i, < k, then Z 0, (Si,, . . . . S,,) can be viewed naturally as a 
subsemigroup and as a morphic image of Z 0 k (S, , . . . . S,). 
3. If ‘pi : Si < S: (1 d id k) are divisions, they extend naturally to a division 
cp : Z Ok (S,, .. . . S,+)<Z 0, (S;, . . . . Sk) such that (prc=x((pI, . . . . (Pi). Zf all the ‘pi’s 
are injections (resp. inverse morphisms), then rp is one too. 
If V and W are S- (resp. M-) varieties, we define V v W to be the least S- (resp. 
M-) variety containing both V and W. It is easy to see that SE V v W iff S < V x W 
for some V/E V and WE W. The equalities below are consequences of the results of 
Section 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let k, n >, 1, t 2 0, and let V be an S- (resp. M-) variety. 
1. Z,,,O,V=(Z, ,)**V. 
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2. If the prime decomposition qf n is n = p;l’ . p:, then Z,, 0, V = 
VI,, Z,~O,VandZ,OV=V~,, Z,?OV. 
3. Z,,,,O,V=Z,,O,VvZ,,,O,VandZ ,,,, OV=Z,,OV v Z,,,OV. 
Proof: The first assertion is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.12, 
since Z,, , 0 z V and (Z, ,) ** V correspond to the same variety of languages. 
Note that two integers s and s’ are congruent mod n (threshold 0) iff they are 
congruent mod py for i = 1, . . . . r, and they are congruent mod n threshold t iff they 
are congruent mod n and mod 1 threshold t. This proves both that the Z,: 
(1 <id r) (resp. Z, and Z,, ,) are morphic images of Z,, (resp. Z,, ,) and that a 
product with counter mod n (resp. mod n threshold t) is an intersection of products 
with counters mod pf’ (resp. mod n and mod 1 threshold t). Using Lemma 3.3( 1) 
and the canonical divisions S(L n L’) < S(L) x S(L’) and M(f. A L’) < M(L) x 
M(L’), this proves assertions (2) and (3). fl 
Now we extend the result of Corollary 3.4( 1). 
LEMMA 3.5. Let k 2 1, let Z be a semiring with unit, and let S,, . . . . S, be semi- 
groups. Then 
z o,,, (S, )...) Sk)=ZE** (Z O,(S, ,..., Sk_I)XSk), 
where E= Card(nz:A (St x ... x SL)). The actions defining this semidirect product 
are left-unitary. They are right-unitary too if the S,‘s are monoids. 
ProojY The additive semigroup Z” is isomorphic to the set of column vectors 
whose components xh (Odh<k-1) lie in Z(SAx ... xSk> and have their 
support in lx . ..xlxS~xS~+.x . ..xS.. Let us also consider Sk as the set 
of elements of Z(SAx ... xS:) of the form l(l,..., l,s,) (s,~Sk), and 
Z 0 k (S,, ..‘> Sk_,) as a set of matrices over the semiring Z(SAx ... xSk_, x 1). 
Actions of Z 0 k (So, . . . . Sk _ 1 ) x Sk on Z ’ are defined by 
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Since these actions are defined in terms of products of matrices, they preserve the 
addition in Z E and the product in Z 0 k (S,, . . . . Sk _ 1 ) x Sk. The properties of left 
and right unitarity are obvious. Furthermore, we have 
Now let us define a function cp as follows: 
9: z Ok+1 (So, . ..) Sk) --) z” ** (Z Ok (So, ..., Sk- I) x Sk) 
By definition of the Schiitzenberger product, cp is one-to-one and onto. The proof 
of the lemma will be completed once we show that cp is a morphism. Let m, m’ be 
in Z Ok+, (S,, . . . . Sk). Then we have 
= (mm’)cp. 1 
((tmm’)i,j);, jr tmm’)k, k) 
1 
COROLLARY 3.6. The projection from Z,, , Ok+, (So, . . . . Sk) onto So x ... x Sk is 
a LG,,,-morphism. Zf p is prime and n is a power of p, then it is a LC;,-morphism. 
Zf n = 1, it is an aperiodic morphism. Zf t = 0, it is also a LG,,,-morphism, and a 
LG,-morphism if n is a power of a prime p, 
Proof By the proof of Lemma 3.5, the projection 71 from Z,, I Ok+, (So, . . . . Sk) 
onto So x . . xSk factors as z=nk’.-nr, where 7~~ is the projection from 
(Z,,,Oi+l(So,...,S;))XSi+,X ... XSk 
= (z::’ ** (Z,,, oi (So, . ..) S,_,)xS,))xs;+,x ..’ XS, 
s71,45,3-4 
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OntO Z, c Oi (So, G.-t A’_ 1) X Si X Si+ 1 X .” X Sk. But Z,, f E LGS,, and Z,, E LGsol, 
Z, t E LG;, and Z, E LG,, and Z,, r E A. We may then conclude, by Corollary 2.5 
that each z, has the required property and hence that z does too. 1 
Although we do not have any applications of the extended Schutzenberger 
product with non-cyclical rings, it may be interesting to note the following. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let Z be any ring with unit, let k 2 1, and let S,, . . . . S, be semi- 
groups. The projection n from Z 0 k (S, , . . . . Sk) onto S, x ... x S, is a LG-morphism. 
If Z E R for some G-variety H closed under *, then n is a LH-morphism. 
ProoJ: Since LG is a good variety (see Section 1.2), it is enough to show that, 
if eEE(Slx ... xSk), then en-’ ELG. Let uEE(ez--‘) and vEU(ez- ‘)u. Then v 
and u are upper-triangular matrices whose diagonal coefficients are identical, so 
that, for s > k, (u - u)’ = 0. This shows that 
w=u+ c (-l)“(u-U)s 
., > 1 
is a well-defined element of Z 0, (S,, . . . . S,), and wrc = e. Since uu = u and 
vu = uu = v, it is immediate that UMJ = wu = w, so that w E u(en-‘)u. We conclude by 
proving that VW= WV=U, thus showing that u(en-‘)u is a group: 
ow=vu+ c (-l)“v(u-U)> 
.sa I 
=v+ c (-l)s(v-u)s+‘+u 1 (-l)“(u-U)s 
s>l Sal 
=v+ c (-1)“(V-z4)“+1+ c (-l)“(v-#)s 
.s> 1 s 2 1 
=v-(v-u) 
= u. 
Similarly, wu = 24. 
By Corollary 2.5 and Lemma 3.5, if Z E H, then rc is an LR-morphism. But being 
both an LG- and an L&morphism makes it an LH-morphism. i 
We may actually make Corollary 3.6 a little bit more precise. Let the hierarchy 
of G-varieties (G,,,, .), be defined by G,,,, 0 = I and G,,,, I+ 1 = Gni, * G,,,, r. It is well 
known that G,,r,, is strictly contained in G,,,, r+ 1 and that Gso, is the union of the 
G s0,, r (r 3 0). Recall also the classical result, that a group is in G,,,, 1 = Gnil iff it is 
a direct product of p-groups, and that a nilpotent group has a non-trivial center. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let r, t 2 0, n, k 3 1, and let S,, . . . . Sk be semigroups. Let 71 be 
the projection from Z, , 0 ,+ (S,, . . . . S,) onto S, x . . . x S,. If S is a subsemigroup of 
SI x . . x Sk in Leso, II, then SK- ’ E LG,,, ,+ ,. If t = 0, then SE LG,,, r implies 
S~+ELG,,,,,+,. ’ 
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Proof. We shall prove the result in the general case. The proof for the special 
case where t = 0 is similar. Let n = p;’ . . . p: be the prime decomposition of n. If two 
integers are congruent mod py threshold t for all 16 i < s, then they are congruent 
mod n threshold t. So there is a canonical one-to-one morphism cp from Z, f into 
r-Is= 1 qfl, f’ This morphism extends naturally to a one-to-one morphism cp from 
Z,, , Ok (S,, . . . . S,) into n;= 1 Zpp: f Ok (S,, . . . . Sk). Now let S be a subsemigroup 
of Si x ... x Sk in LG,,,,,. Then Srt -I E LGso, by Corollary 3.6. Let G be a group 
in SK’, let u be its unit, and let e = UX. By Lemma 2.4, ail we need to show is that 
the groups in en-’ are nilpotent. Note that en-’ is isomorphic to e7t - ‘q and hence 
to a subsemigroup of ni en;‘, where rci is the projection from Zpg: r 0 k (S,, . . . . Sk) 
onto S, x ... x Sk. By Corollary 3.6, each en;’ E LG,V. So the groups in erc ~ ‘q, 
since they are direct products of groups of the en,: ‘, are direct products of 
pi-groups and hence are nilpotent, that is en _ I E LGni,. 1 
Note that Proposition 3.8 cannot be improved to show that x is a LG;,,- or a 
LG,ii-morphism. For instance, let z be the projection of G = Z, 0 2 (Z,, 1) onto 
Z,. Then G is a group of order 322. If G was nilpotent, it would be the direct 
product of a group of order 9 and a group of order 2. By classical results of group 
theory, G would then be isomorphic to Z,, or Z, x Z, and hence would be abelian. 
Let Z,= {z,, z,} with z,zl=zO, and Z,= (0, 1, 2). G contains (2 l.zOT’.zl) and 
(2 ’ ;‘“), and we have 
( z1 0 l.z,;l.z,)(t; llzO)=(; l.z,+l.lzO+l.z,) 
( z(J 1 .z,+2.z, 
(;,’ 1 I%)(; 1 .;,,;I .zl);(; l * 
i 
l.z,+l.z,+l.z, ) 
( 20 2.z,+ 1 ‘Z1 = 0 > 1 . 
So G is not abelian and hence not nilpotent. Since G = Z,n- I, n: is neither a 
LG,il- nor a LG.,-morphis. 
4. VARIETIES OF LANGUAGES CLOSED UNDER PRODUCTS WITH COUNTER 
Let V” be a +- (resp. *-) variety. We say that V satisfies C(n, t, k) if it is closed 
under products of length k with counter mod n threshold t; that is, if, for all h <k, 
L,, . . . . L, in A +V (resp. A*?+‘“), al, . . . . ah_ 1 in A and r 2 0, the product 
&a, L2 “.ah-lLh)r,n,r lies in A+Y (resp. A*Y). We say that V satisfies C(n, t) 
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if it is closed under all products with counter mod n threshold t, that is, if it satisfies 
C(n, t, k) for all k. 
Let us first note the following consequence of the results of Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Y be a + - (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety. Let n 3 1 and t > 0. The following are equivalent: 
1. Y satisfies C(n, t). 
2. Y satisfies C(n, t, k) for some k >, 2. 
3. Y satisfies C(n, t, 2). 
4. v = z, , 0 v. 
5. V=Z,,,O,Vforsomek32. 
6. v=z,,, O,V=(Z,,)**V. 
Proof The equivalences between (1) and (4), (2) and (5), and (3) and (6) are 
proved in Corollaries 3.2 and 3.4. By definition of Z,, f V V and by Lemma 3.3, it 
is clear that V 5 Z,, , V,VcZ,,, O,VcZ,, 0 V for all k>2, so that (4) implies 
(5) and (6) implies (6). Finally, Lemma 3.5 shows that, for all k>2, if 
(Z, I) ** V = V = Z, , 0, V, then 
VCZ”,, Ok,, v c (Z,, ,) ** (Z,, , 0, V) = (Z,,, ,) ** v = v, 
so that Z, I Ok+ 1 V = V. Thus (6) implies (5) and, since Z, f 0 V is the union of 
all Z,. I 0, V, (5) implies (4). [ 
Now we shall turn to varieties of languages closed under products with a 
restricted class of counters. We shall need a result concerning morphisms that was 
proved by Rhodes and the author. The reader is referred to [13, 143 for the proof. 
An onto morphism 0: S -+ T is called a mps (maximal proper surmorphism) if, for 
any factorization 8 = e1e2, where 8, and e2 are onto morphisms, exactly one of 8, 
and 0, is an isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let 8: S --) T be a mps. Then, one of the following holds: 
1. For any monoid V of large enough cardinality, there exists a division 
q:S< I/‘** Tsuch that I!~=~uc. 
2. 0 is not a LG-morphism and there exists a division cp : S < Ut ** T such that 
8 = cpz for all large enough k. 
3. There exists a regular $-class J of S such that: JO is a #-class of T and 
J= JO&‘; 9 is one-to-one on s\J; there exist Rees matrix representations of J 
and JO in the form &‘(A, B, G, P) (G is the Schiitzenberger group of J) and 
&‘(A, B, GIN, P’), such that N is a minimal non-trivial normal subgroup of G, 
pb, n = pb, ~ N for all a E A, b E B, and such that (a, g, b) 0 = (a, gN, b); there exists a 
division cp: S < Nk ** T such that 0 = (p7t for all large enough k. 
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4.1. The Case of Primary Counters 
We can now prove the following. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let Y be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety. Let p be a prime number. The following are equivalent: 
1. Y satisfies C(p”, 0) for all n 2 1. 
2. Y satisfies C(p”, 0) for some n 2 1. 
3. Y satisfies C(p, 0). 
4. V=(Z,,)**Vforalln>l. 
5. V = (Z,,) ** V for some n > 1. 
6. V = (Z,) ** V. 
7. V=G,**V. 
8. V = LG,‘V. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (4), (2) and (5), and (3) and (6) were proved 
in Proposition 4.1. Since G, * G, = G,, Corollary 2.9 implies the equivalence of (7) 
and (8). By Corollary 2.5, LG, is closed under **. Thus every projection rc from 
S ** T onto T with SE (Z,,) is a LG,-morphism, since Z, E LG, for all n >, 1. So 
v c (Z,) ** v c (Z,.) ** V E LG; ‘V and hence (7) implies (4), (4) implies (5), and 
(5) implies (6). 
Now we need to prove that (6) implies (8). Let r: S--f T be a LG,-relational 
morphism with TE V. We want to show that S, too, lies in V. It is easy to see that 
the graph of z, R = ((s, t) E S x T ( t E ST ), is a semigroup and that the projections 
tx and a of R onto its first and second component are morphisms onto S and ST 
such that z = K’B. Then S = Ru and it is enough to show that R E V. So we may 
assume that r is an onto functional LG,-morphism. By definition of mps’s, we can 
factor r as a product of mps’s, r = 8, . . .8,. By a remark made in Section 1.2, each 
Oi is a LG,-morphism. So it is enough to prove that SE V when r is a mps that is 
a LG,- and, hence a LG-morphism. Then we can use Proposition 4.2 and its nota- 
tions. If statement (1) of Proposition 4.2 holds, then S < Z: ** T for some k > 1, so 
that SE (Z,) ** V. Statement (2) may not hold since r is LG. Now let us assume 
that statement (3) of Proposition 4.2 holds. All we need to show is that the group 
N is in (Z,). Let e = (a, g,N, b) be an idempotent of JT. This implies that 
(g,p,, a go) N = g, N. that is, pb, u g, E N. Then Ed - ’ is the set of all (a, g, b) such 
that gN = g, N. For each (a, g, 6) E ez ~ ‘, let (a, g, b) cp = pb, LI g. It is not difficult to 
verify that cp is an isomorphism from er - ’ onto N, so that NE LG, and hence is 
a p-group. Being a p-group, N has a non-trivial center C(N). But N is a minimal 
non-trivial normal subgroup of G and C(N) is a characteristic subgroup of N, so 
N = C(N) and, hence, N is abelian. Finally, N, = {n E N 1 np = I} is a non-trivial 
characteristic subgroup of N. Again this implies N, = N and, hence, N = Zz for 
some k, that is, NE (Z,). 1 
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By a similar proof, we show that: 
THEOREM 4.4. Let Y be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety. Let p be a prime number. The ,following are equivalent: 
1. Y satisfies C(p”, 1) for all n, t 2 1. 
2. V satisfies C(p”, t) for some n, t b 1. 
3. V satisfies C(p, 1). 
4. Y satisfies C(p, 0) and C( 1, 1) (closure under product in the usual sense). 
5. Y=(Z,,,,)**V=(Z,,)**V=(Z,,,)**VforaNn, t>l. 




10. v = LG, ‘v. 
Proof The equivalence of (1) and (5), (2) and (6), (3) and (7), and (4) and (7) 
are proved by Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 3.4. The equivalence of (7), (8), and 
(9) is proved by Theorem 4.3 and Corollary 2.9. By Corollary 2.5, LG, is closed 
under **. Since Z,. and Z,, , lie in LG, and since J, is generated by U, = Z,, 1, we 
have 
VcJ,**V=(Z,,,)**V~Le,‘V 
v E (Z,) ** v _c (Z,“) ** v c LG;,‘V, 
so that (10) implies (5), (5) implies (6), and (6) implies (7). 
Now we need to show that (7) implies (10). Let r: S + T be a LG,-relational 
morphism, with TE V. The proof is similar to the proof of the analogous statement 
in Theorem 4.3. The only difference is that statement (2) of Proposition 4.2 may 
hold, in which case SE J, ** V and, hence, SE V. a 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let -Y- be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety. Let p be a prime number: 
1. For each alphabet A, let A+W (resp. A*W) be the least Boolean algebra con- 
taining V and satisfying C(p”, 0) f or all na 1 (orfor some n> 1, orfor n= 1). Then 
W is a +- (resp. a *-) variety and the associated S- (resp. M-) variety is LG,‘V. 
2. For each alphabet A, let A+% (resp. A*?&) be the least Boolean algebra 
containing Y and satisfying C(p,, t) for all n, t 3 1 (or for some n, t > 1, or for 
n = t = 1). Then “w; is a + - (resp. *-) variety and the associated S- (resp. M-) variety 
is LCD-‘V. 
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4.2. Closure under All Counters 
Similarly, concerning varieties of languages that are closed under any product 
with counter, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let Y be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety. The following are equivalent: 
1. -Y- satisfies C(n, 0) for all n > 2. 
2. Y satisfies C(p, 0) for all prime p. 
3. V=(Z,)**Vforalln>,2. 
4. V = (Z,) ** V for all prime p. 
5. V = G, ** V for all prime p. 
6. V = LG; ‘V for all prime p. 
7. V = Gso, ** V. 
8. V = LG,,‘V. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) and of (2) and (4) are proved by Proposi- 
tion 4.1. Together with Corollary 3.4, Theorem 4.3 shows the equivalence of (3), (4), 
(5), and (6). By Corollary 2.9, (7) and (8) are equivalent. Since (Z,) c Gso,, (7) 
implies (3). 
Let us now prove that (3) implies (8). Let r: S -+ T be a LG,,,-relational 
morphism with TE V. We need to show that SE V. As in the proof of Theorem 4.3, 
we may assume that r is a mps, and hence use Proposition 4.2. If statement (1) of 
Proposition 4.2 holds, S < Zf: ** T for any n and any large enough k, so that 
SE (Z,) w V = V. Statement (2) may not hold since t is a LG-morphism. Let us 
now assume that statement (3) of Proposition 4.2 holds. We need to show that the 
group N is in (Z,) for some n. Let e be an idempotent of Jr. As in the proof of 
Theorem 4.3, we can show that ez-’ is isomorphic to N, so that N is in LG,,, and, 
hence, is a solvable group. But N is a minimal non-trivial normal subgroup of G 
and its derived subgroup N’ is characteristic and strictly contained in N, so that 
N’ = 1; that is, N is abelian. Then N is isomorphic to some product Z,, x . . . x Z,, 
where n i divides ni + , for i= 1, . . . . r - 1. So NE (Z,,), which completes the proof. [ 
THEOREM 4.7. Let Y be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety. The following are equivalent: 
1. For all n 2 2, t > 0, Y satisfies C(n, t). 
2. For all n > 2, Y satisfies C(n, t) for some t 2 1. 
3. Y satisfies C(n, 1) for all n > 2. 
4. Y satisfies C(p, 1) for all prime p. 
5. For alln22, tB0, V=(Z,)**V=(Z,,,)**V. 
6. ForallnZ2, V=(Z,)**V=(Z,.,)**Vforsome t>,l. 
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7. V=(Z,)**V=J,*uVforalln>2. 
8. V = (Z,) ** V = J, ** V ,for all prime p. 
9. V=LG,‘V=A~~‘V=G,**Vforallprimep. 
10. V=Gso, **V=J1 **V. 
11. V=LG,,‘V=A,rV. 
12. v = LG,:v. 
ProoJ: The proof is deduced from the proof of Theorem 4.6 in the same way as 
the proof of Theorem 4.4 was deduced of the proof of Theorem 4.3. l 
COROLLARY 4.8. Let Y be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety: 
1. For each alphabet A, let A + -w^ (resp. A*w) be the least Boolean algebra 
containing Y and satisfying C(n, 0) for all n >, 2 (or for all prime numbers n). Then 
w is a +- (resp. *-) variety and the associated S- (resp. M-) variety is LG,,‘V. 
2. For each alphabet A, let A+dY; (resp. A*%) be the least Boolean algebra 
containing Y and satisfying C(n, t) for all n > 2 and t > 1 (or for all n 2 2 and t = 1, 
or for all prime numbers n and t = 1). Then “w; is a + - (resp. *-) variety and the 
associated S- (resp. M-) variety is LGSiriV. 
4.3. The Case of a Single Modulus 
The proofs of Theorems 4.3, 4.4, 4.6, and 4.7 suggest the following extension, 
whose proof is exactly similar. If n 2 2, we let P(n) be the set of its prime divisors. 
Let P be any set of prime numbers. We let P* be the set of all integers n such that 
P(n) 5 P. It is easy to see that Gp, the class of solvable groups of order in P*, is 
a G-variety closed under *, and that LG, and LG, are closed under **. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let Y be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety. Let m 2 2 and let P = P(m): 
1. Y satisfies C(m, 0) ifjf Y satisfies C(n, 0) for all n E P*, iff Y satisfies 
C(p,O)for allpEP, zff V=LG;‘V. 
2. Y satisfies C(m, t) for all t > 0 iff ?lr satisfies C(m, t) for some t b 1 (resp. 
for t = I), iff Y satisfies C(p, 1) for all p E P, iff V = LG; i V. 
3. For each alphabet A, let A+dlr (or WI) (resp. A*W (or A*%)) be the least 
Boolean algebra containing Y and satisfying C(m, 0) (or C(m, 1)). Then YY (or N) 
is a +- (resp. *-) variety and the associated S- (resp. M-) variety is W = LG;‘V (or 
w, = LG,‘V). 
4.4. The Case of Aperiodic Counters 
Finally, let us note the following result, whose proof is again similar. 
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THEOREM 4.10. Let Y be a +- (resp. *-) variety and let V be the corresponding 
S- (resp. M-) variety. The following are equivalent: 
1. Y satisfies C(1, t) for all t > 1. 
2. -Y- satisfies C( 1, t) for some t 3 1. 
3. Y satisfies C(l, 1) (closure under product in the usual sense). 
4. V=(Z,,,)**Vfor alttal. 




As we mentioned in Section 1.2, the *-variety corresponding to J, is the Boolean 
algebra generated by the A*aA* (aEA). By taking the complements of these 
generators, it is not difficult to see that it is also generated by the B* (B C_ A). 
Let DS be the class of all monoids M such that every regular $&class of M is a 
subsemigroup of M (and hence, a simple one). Then DS is an M-variety. It is 
decidable, since M lies in DS iff every regular element of M is X-equivalent to 
some idempotent. We write DS,,, (resp. DS, for a set P of prime numbers) for the 
variety of monoids in DS all of whose subgroups are in Gso, (resp. in Gp), that is, 
DS,,, = DS n c (resp. DS, = DS n q). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let P be a non-empty set of prime numbers and, for each alphabet 
A, let A*Y be the least Boolean algebra containing the B* (B c A), and closed under 
products with counters module prime numbers (resp. prime numbers in P) and 
threshold 0. Then Y” is a *-variety and the corresponding M-variety V is V = DS,,, 
(resp. DS,). In particular, V is decidable (resp. provided that P is recursive). 
Proof We prove the theorem concerning the closure under products with 
counters modulo any prime number. The proof of the case where the counters are 
restricted to be modulo an element of P is similar. 
By Corollary 4.8 we know that V = LG,,'J, . Now we need to show that 
LG,;J, = DS,,,. This is actually a consequence of the following result, due to 
Schiitzenberger [ 163. He proved that a monoid M lies in DS iff there exists a 
morphism cp: M -+ N with NE J, and ncp -I E LG for all n E N. Since LG is a good 
variety, this is equivalent to DS = LG-‘J,. But J, is aperiodic. So DS,,, = -. 
LG-‘J, n Gso, is equal to LG,,‘J,, by the results of Section 2.1. The decidability 
of Y follows from the decidability of V = DS,,,. 1 
The result of Theorem 5.1 can be compared with Schiitzenberger’s result about 
the variety of languages w associated to the M-variety W of all monoids in DS,,, 
(resp. DS,) in which every regular g-class is the direct product of a rectangular 
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band and a group in Gsol (resp. G,). W is a proper subvariety of DS,,, (resp. DS,). 
Schiitzenberger showed [16] that A*W is the least class of languages containing 
(a) (a~ A), B* (BG A), closed by disjoint union and unambiguous product and 
closed by intersection with languages recognized by a solvable group (resp. a group 
in Gp). (By a result of Pin [6, 111 this implies that W = LI ‘(J, v Gso,) (resp. 
LI- ‘(J, v Gp).) Schtitzenberger’s result also encompasses the case where P = 0, 
that is, the case where W = DA). 
If we consider products with any counter, including counters with non-zero 
threshold, we reprove Straubing’s theorem [ 191. 
THEOREM 5.2. For each alphabet A, let A*V be the least Boolean algebra 
containing all (a} (a E A) and closed under products with counters. Then Y is a 
*-variety, the corresponding M-variety V is Gso, and V is decidable. 
An analogous result holds if we restrict the moduli of the counters to be in a fixed 
non-empty set P of prime numbers. Decidability requires, here too, the set P to be 
recursive. 
Proof Let V’ be the M-variety generated by the M( {a)) (a E A). Then, by 
Theorem 4.7, V = LG,/V’. But I c V’ c A, so that 
GsoJ = LG,,‘I E LG,;V’E LG,,‘A. 
We conclude the proof by noting that LGsitrA = Gsol. fl 
Finally, using a result of Azevedo [ 11, we obtain the following decidability result. 
THEOREM 5.3. For each alphabet A, let A*-Y be the least Boolean algebra con- 
taining the star-free languages and closed under products with counters, with threshold 
0. Then Y is a *-variety, the corresponding M-variety is V = LG&:A and -Lr is 
decidable. 
An analogous result holds tf we restrict the moduli of the counters to be in a fixed 
non-empty, recursive set P of primes. 
Proof By Corollary 4.8, Y is a w-variety, and the associated M-variety is 
V =LG%&‘A. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, it is easy to see that 
V=LG-‘AnG,,,. The theorem follows from the fact that LG- ‘A is decidable, 
which is a consequence of Azevedo’s result that LG ~ ‘A is defined by the single 
pseudo-identity 
((ax”b)” (axwxb)w (ax”b)“)” = (ax”b)“. m 
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